
Token Sale Terms for Park Sea Coin

Introduction:

Welcome to the Token Sale for Park Sea Coin, the cryptocurrency enabling seamless yacht 

bookings at Portsea. Below are the terms and conditions governing the sale of Park Sea Coins 

("PSC"). By participating in this Token Sale, you agree to abide by these terms.

1. Definitions:

2. Token Sale Details:

3. Participation Eligibility:

4. Use of Proceeds:

"Token Sale" refers to the process of purchasing Park Sea Coins during the specified sale 
period.
"PSC" refers to Park Sea Coins, the native cryptocurrency of the Park Sea platform.
"Portsea" refers to the designated yacht port where bookings can be made using PSC.
"User" refers to any individual or entity participating in the Token Sale.
"Park Sea" refers to the organization behind the creation and management of Park Sea 
Coin and the associated platform.

The Token Sale will commence on [Start Date] and end on [End Date].
The total supply of Park Sea Coins available for sale during the Token Sale is [Total 
Supply].
The sale price per PSC is [Price per PSC], payable in [Accepted Currency].
Users can purchase Park Sea Coins through the Park Sea platform or other authorized 
channels.
Park Sea reserves the right to modify the sale period, total supply, and sale price at its 
discretion.

Users must comply with all applicable laws and regulations in their jurisdiction to 
participate in the Token Sale.
Participants must complete the necessary KYC (Know Your Customer) procedures as 
required by Park Sea.



5. Token Distribution:

6. Risks:

7. Disclaimer:

8. Governing Law and Dispute Resolution:

9. Miscellaneous:

By participating in the Token Sale, Users acknowledge that they have read, understood, and 

agreed to these terms and conditions.

10. Token Utility:

Funds raised through the Token Sale will be used for the development, marketing, and 
operation of the Park Sea platform.
Park Sea will provide regular updates to the community regarding the utilization of 
proceeds.

Park Sea Coins purchased during the Token Sale will be distributed to Users' designated 
wallets within [Distribution Period] after the conclusion of the sale.
Users are responsible for ensuring the security of their wallets and private keys.

Participation in the Token Sale carries inherent risks, including but not limited to market 
volatility, regulatory uncertainty, and technological risks.
Park Sea advises Users to conduct their own research and seek independent advice 
before participating in the Token Sale.

Park Sea makes no representations or warranties regarding the potential value, utility, or 
performance of Park Sea Coins.
Users participate in the Token Sale at their own risk, and Park Sea shall not be liable for 
any loss or damages incurred as a result of participation.

These Token Sale Terms shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws 
of [Jurisdiction].
Any disputes arising out of or in connection with the Token Sale shall be resolved through 
arbitration in accordance with the rules of [Arbitration Institution].

Park Sea reserves the right to amend these Token Sale Terms at any time, with changes 
communicated to Users via the Park Sea platform or other o�cial channels.
In the event of any conflict between these Token Sale Terms and any other agreements or 
documents, these Token Sale Terms shall prevail.

Park Sea Coins serve as the primary means of payment for booking yacht services at 
Portsea through the Park Sea platform.



11. Token Governance:

12. Token Vesting:

13. Community Engagement:

14. Security Measures:

15. Compliance and Regulatory Considerations:

16. Transparency and Accountability:

Holders of Park Sea Coins may be entitled to discounts, rewards, or exclusive access to 
special events and promotions related to yacht bookings.
Park Sea Coins can also be traded on supported cryptocurrency exchanges, providing 
liquidity and potential value appreciation opportunities for holders.

Park Sea Coin holders may have voting rights or influence over certain decisions related 
to the development and governance of the Park Sea platform.
Park Sea will establish a transparent and democratic governance mechanism to solicit 
input from the community and make decisions in the best interest of stakeholders.

To promote long-term engagement and commitment to the Park Sea ecosystem, certain 
portions of Park Sea Coins allocated during the Token Sale may be subject to vesting 
periods.
Vesting schedules will be determined by Park Sea and communicated to Token Sale 
participants prior to purchase.

Park Sea is committed to fostering an active and engaged community of Park Sea Coin 
holders.
Regular updates, announcements, and community events will be organized to keep 
participants informed and involved in the development of the Park Sea platform.

Park Sea employs industry-standard security measures to safeguard the integrity and 
confidentiality of user data and assets.
Users are encouraged to enable two-factor authentication (2FA) and other security 
features to enhance the protection of their accounts and assets.

Park Sea is committed to complying with all applicable laws, regulations, and industry 
standards governing cryptocurrency operations.
Park Sea reserves the right to implement additional compliance measures, such as AML 
(Anti-Money Laundering) and KYC (Know Your Customer) procedures, to ensure 
regulatory compliance.

Park Sea is committed to maintaining transparency and accountability in all its 
operations.
Financial reports, audit results, and other relevant information will be made available to 
the community to ensure trust and accountability.



17. Sustainability and Environmental Responsibility:

18. Continuous Improvement:

19. Partnership and Collaboration:

20. Community Guidelines:

By participating in the Token Sale and acquiring Park Sea Coins, Users acknowledge and agree 

to abide by the principles outlined in these additional terms and conditions. Park Sea 

reserves the right to update or amend these terms as necessary to reflect changes in the Park 

Sea ecosystem and regulatory landscape.

21. Education and Awareness:

22. Accessibility and Inclusivity:

23. Customer Support:

Park Sea acknowledges the environmental impact associated with cryptocurrency mining 
and operations.
Park Sea is committed to adopting sustainable practices and exploring environmentally 
friendly alternatives to minimize its carbon footprint.

Park Sea is dedicated to continuous improvement and innovation to enhance the user 
experience and value proposition of the Park Sea platform.
Feedback from the community will be actively solicited and considered in the ongoing 
development and optimization of Park Sea services.

Park Sea actively seeks strategic partnerships and collaborations with other entities in 
the yachting industry and beyond to expand the utility and reach of Park Sea Coins.
Collaborative initiatives may include joint marketing campaigns, integration with third-
party services, and co-development of new features and products.

Users are expected to adhere to community guidelines and standards of conduct 
established by Park Sea.
Any abusive, fraudulent, or malicious behavior will not be tolerated and may result in 
suspension or termination of account privileges.

Park Sea is dedicated to educating users about the benefits and potential risks associated 
with cryptocurrency and blockchain technology.
Educational resources, tutorials, and workshops will be provided to help users better 
understand the Park Sea ecosystem and make informed decisions.

Park Sea is committed to promoting accessibility and inclusivity within its community 
and platform.
E�orts will be made to ensure that Park Sea services are accessible to users of diverse 
backgrounds, abilities, and geographic locations.



24. Research and Development:

25. Scalability and Performance:

26. Regulatory Compliance:

27. Data Privacy and Protection:

28. Community Governance:

29. Transparency Reports:

30. Social Responsibility:

Park Sea provides dedicated customer support services to assist users with inquiries, 
technical issues, and account-related matters.
Support channels may include email, live chat, and a comprehensive knowledge base.

Park Sea allocates resources to research and development initiatives aimed at enhancing 
the functionality, scalability, and security of the Park Sea platform.
Feedback from users and industry experts will inform the direction of research and 
development e�orts.

Park Sea continuously optimizes its infrastructure and architecture to ensure scalability 
and high performance, particularly during periods of increased demand.
Load testing and performance monitoring are conducted regularly to identify and 
address any bottlenecks or ine�ciencies.

Park Sea maintains a proactive approach to regulatory compliance, staying abreast of 
changes in legislation and regulatory requirements.
Legal and compliance teams work closely with regulators and industry organizations to 
ensure that Park Sea operations remain compliant with applicable laws and regulations.

Park Sea prioritizes the privacy and protection of user data, adhering to strict data 
protection standards and practices.
Personal information is collected, processed, and stored in accordance with applicable 
data protection laws and regulations.

Park Sea is committed to decentralization and community governance, empowering 
token holders to participate in decision-making processes.
Governance proposals and voting mechanisms will be implemented to allow token 
holders to propose and vote on changes to the Park Sea ecosystem.

Park Sea publishes regular transparency reports detailing key metrics, financial 
performance, and operational updates.
These reports aim to provide stakeholders with visibility into the inner workings of Park 
Sea and promote transparency and accountability.



By embracing these additional principles and commitments, Park Sea aims to build a robust, 

sustainable, and inclusive ecosystem that delivers value to its users and stakeholders while 

upholding the highest standards of integrity and responsibility.

Park Sea recognizes its responsibility to give back to society and support initiatives that 
promote social good.
Charitable donations, community outreach programs, and environmental initiatives are 
among the ways Park Sea contributes to social responsibility e�orts.


